**MONUMENT AND ACCESSORIES**

Set basalt stone 15"x10"x8", 10" in ground for ½ sec cor., skd. "½" on North face, from which A Hemlock, 20" dia. South 331ks.
A Hemlock, 18" dia. N32 E 221ks.

**REFERENCE** | **DATE** | **FILED UNDER**
---|---|---

**COMMENT:** Yellow metal location poster on 222 spur is 100 ft. west of corner (ala Jaques)

---

**MONUMENT/ACCESSORY** | **LOCATION FROM CORNER** | **WITNESSES** | **DATE**
---|---|---|---

Corner is a 1" iron pipe w/cap, reading "T2NR7½S11/14" Glenn Jaques 10/10/65
"1952" - extending 8" above ground and surrounded by rocks.
34" dia. stump 3' high with South 25ft.
6" mks. "T2NR7½S11BT" visible (original BT)
a U.S.B.L.M. metal location poster is on this tree
30" dia. stump 2½' high, with N30 E 19ft.
6" mks. "T2NR7½S11BT" visible (original BT)
Yellow metal location poster on 3" dia D. Fir N60 W 6.2ft.

*NOTE CONDITION AND ORIGIN*